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ZETA FUNCTIONS AND ALEXANDER MODULES
by
Johannes Niaise
Abstrat.  We introdue the étale framework to study Igusa zeta funtions in
several variables, generalizing the mahinery of vanishing yles in the univariate
ase. We dene the étale Alexander modules, assoiated to a morphism of varieties
F : X → Ark, a geometri point ξ of X , and an objet in the derived ategory
Dbc(F
−1(Grm,k), Q¯l). These are sheaves of modules on the sheme C(G
r
m,k) of ontinu-
ous haraters pi1(G
r
m,k)
t → Q¯×l . We formulate Loeser's Monodromy and Holomorphy
Conjetures for multivariate p-adi zeta funtions, and prove them in the ase where
dim(X) = 2, generalizing results from the univariate ase. Furthermore, we prove a
omparison theorem with the transendent ase, we study a formula of Denef's for
the zeta funtion in terms of a simultaneous embedded resolution, and we generalize
a result onerning the degree of the zeta funtion to our setting.
1. Introdution
Let us reall the lassial denition of a (univariate) loal zeta funtion, as it was
given by Igusa [16℄[17℄[18℄[19℄. A survey of the univariate theory an be found in
Denef's Bourbaki report [7℄.
In its simplest form, a loal zeta funtion is dened by the p-adi integral
Z(f, s) =
∫
Znp
|f(x)|s|dx| ,
where s is a omplex variable, f is a polynomial over Qp in n variables, |f | is its p-adi
norm, and |dx| denotes the Haar measure on the ompat group Znp , normalized to
give Znp measure 1. A priori, Z(f, s) is only dened when ℜ(s) > 0. However, Igusa
proved, using resolution of singularities, that it has a meromorphi ontinuation to
the omplex plane. Moreover, it is a rational funtion in p−s. The numerial data
of an embedded resolution for f yield a set of andidate poles of Z(f, s), but, sine
this set depends on the hosen resolution, a lot of these andidate poles will not be
atual poles of Z(f, s).
When f is dened over Q, Igusa's Monodromy Conjeture 4.2.1 predits an in-
teresting onnetion between the eigenvalues of the monodromy at some point of
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f−1(0) ⊂ Cn, and the poles of Z(f, s), for almost all primes p, where f is onsidered
as a omplex, respetively p-adi polynomial. When the zeta funtion is twisted by
introduing a multipliative harater χ : Z×p → C
×
, Denef's Holomorphy Conje-
ture 4.2.2 states that poles only our when the order of χ divides the order of an
eigenvalue of the monodromy at some point of f−1(0) ⊂ Cn.
In this paper, we onsider multivariate zeta funtions, assoiated to an r-tuple of
polynomials F = (f1, . . . , fr). They are dened in Setion 2. Multivariate loal
zeta funtions were already studied by Loeser in [22℄. We state his generalizations
of the Monodromy Conjeture 4.4.1 and the Holomorphy Conjeture 4.4.2. Sine
in general, F does not indue a loally trivial bration near a singular point of the
omplex zero lous, we no longer have a geometri Milnor ber at our disposal. How-
ever, the formalism of nearby yles still makes sense in the multivariate setting, as
was shown by Sabbah in [30℄, suh that we do have something like a ohomologial
Milnor ber: the Alexander omplex (atually, it already exists as a motivi objet,
see [15℄). The monodromy ation makes these ohomologial objets into C[Zr]-
modules, and the support of the indued oherent sheaves on SpecC[Zr] generalizes
the eigenvalues of the monodromy transformation. Sabbah also proved a general-
ized A'Campo formula, expressing the monodromy zeta funtion of the Alexander
omplex at a singular point in terms of a simultaneous embedded resolution for the
polynomials fi.
Using ideas from [13℄, we introdue the étale ounterpart of this Alexander omplex.
The Alexander modules are assoiated to a morphism of varieties F : X → Ark, a geo-
metri point ξ of X , and an objet in the derived ategory Dbc(F
−1(Grm,k), Q¯l). They
are sheaves of modules on the sheme C(Grm,k) of ontinuous haraters π1(G
r
m,k)
t →
Q¯×l . We prove a omparison theorem, stating that our denition is equivalent to
the denition of the étale nearby yles if r = 1, and to the transendent one if our
base eld is the omplex eld C. In the latter ase, the stalk of the q-th Alexander
module at a ontinuous harater χ : π1(G
r
m,k)
t → Q¯×l orresponds to the subspae
of the q-th transendent Alexander module on whih the semi-simple part of the
monodromy ats as multipliation by χ.
Let us give an overview of the struture of the paper. In Setion 2, we dene the
multivariate loal zeta funtions, and we reall a result of Igusa's onerning their
rationality, and the set of andidate poles assoiated to a simultaneous embedded
resolution (Theorem 2.3.1). In Setion 3, we dene the Alexander modules, and
we prove that their support is ontained in a nite union of translated otori of
odimension one in the sheme of ontinuous haraters C(Grm,k) (Proposition 3.8.1).
The generalized Monodromy and Holomorphy Conjetures are stated in Setion 4,
while Setion 5 ontains the omparison theorems mentioned above (Proposition
5.0.4 and 5.0.5), making use of a loal omputation in the normal rossings ase. In
Setion 6, we study a generalization of Denef's formula for the loal zeta funtion in
terms of the geometry of the exeptional lous of a simultaneous embedded resolution
(Theorem 6.0.6). This allows us to prove a riterion to unmask ertain andidate
poles that do not ontribute to the polar lous of the loal zeta funtion (Theorem
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6.0.10). We prove a result onerning the limit of the zeta funtion at −∞ in Setion
7, Theorem 7.0.11. To onlude, in Setion 8, we prove the generalized Monodromy
and Holomorphy Conjeture in the ase where dim(X) = 2.
2. Several variables Igusa loal zeta funtions
2.1.  Let us x some notation. We hoose a prime number p. We denote by K a
nite extension of Qp, with ring of integers R, and residue eld k, a nite extension
of Fp. We hoose an uniformizing parameter ̟ and denote by q the ardinality of k.
We denote by val the valuation on K and we normalize the norm on K by setting
|x| = q−val(x). For x non zero in K, we dene ac(x) as the image in k of x̟−val(x)
and we set ac(x) = 0 if x = 0.
Let X be a smooth ompat p-adi (loally) analyti variety (hene X is a nite
disjoint union of balls) of pure dimension d and let ω be a gauge form on X , i.e.
a nowhere vanishing analyti n-form on X . In a standard way (f. [31℄), we may
attah to ω a volume form |ω| on X .
2.2.  We denote by C(Grm(k),C) the group of haraters
χ = (χ1, . . . , χr) : G
r
m(k) = (k
∗)r −→ C∗.
For any analyti funtion F = (f1, . . . , fr) : X → Kr, for φ loally onstant on X ,
for χ in C(Grm(k),C) and for s = (s1, . . . , sr) in C
r
, we onsider Igusa's loal zeta
funtion
Zφ(F, χ; s) :=
∫
X
φ
r∏
i=1
χi(ac(fi(x)))
r∏
i=1
|fi(x)|
si |ω|,
whih is dened when ℜ(si) > 0, for eah i, where ℜ(si) denotes the real part of si.
We will often omit φ, F, χ from the notation, and denote the zeta funtion simply
by Z(s). Furthermore, when X = Rn, and φ is the harateristi funtion of P n,
with P the maximal ideal in R, we write Z0(s) instead of Zφ(F, χ; s).
2.3.  Consider an embedded resolution π : Y → X of the fj's. By this we
mean that π : Y → X is a proper morphism between ompat loally analyti p-
adi varieties, that π indues an isomorphism between Y \ π−1(D) and X \D, with
D = ∪jf
−1
j (0), and that π
−1(D) is a divisor E with (global) normal rossings. We
denote by Ei, i ∈ I, the set of irreduible omponents of E. In partiular, the Ei
are smooth. We denote by N ji the order of vanishing of fj ◦ π at the generi point
of Ei, and by νi − 1 the order of vanishing of π∗ω at the generi point of Ei. We
shall write Nis for
∑
j N
j
i sj, and χ
Ni
for
∏
j χ
Nji
j .
2.3.1. Theorem (Igusa).  The funtion Zφ(F, χ; s) is a rational funtion in the
variables q−sj . Furthermore, given an embedded resolution π : Y → X of the fj's,
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a neessary ondition for Zφ(F, χ; s) to have a pole for a given value of χ and s is
that ∏
i∈I
(1− q−νiq−Nis) = 0
and ∏
i∈I
(χNi − 1) = 0.
2.4.  By Theorem 2.3.1, the set of real parts of the poles of Zφ(F, χ; s) are
loated on a nite set of ane hyperplanes
H :
∑
j
N jsj + ν = 0
with N j in N and ν > 0. We denote this nite set of hyperplanes by P(Zφ(F, χ; s)).
3. Alexander modules
3.1. Notations and onventions.  We x an algebraially losed eld k of
harateristi exponent p (i.e. p = 1 when k is of harateristi 0, and p is equal to
the harateristi of k when k is of harateristi > 0). We x a prime number l 6= p.
We denote by Q¯l a xed algebrai losure of Ql. We set Zˆ(1)(k) := lim←−(p,n)=1 µn(k)
and Zl(1)(k) := lim←−n µl
n(k). Let T be a k-torus, T ≃ Grm,k. We set X∗(T ) :=
Homk−gr(Gm,k, T ), Xˆ∗(T ) := X∗(T ) ⊗Z Zˆ(1)(k) and X∗l(T ) := X∗(T ) ⊗Z Zl(1)(k).
We denote by π1(T ) the fundamental group of T pointed at 1, by π1(T )
t
the tame
fundamental group of T , and by π1(T )l the maximal pro-l quotient of π1(T )
t
. By
Kummer theory, there are anonial isomorphisms Xˆ∗(T ) ≃ π1(T )t and X∗l(T ) ≃
π1(T )l.
3.2. Torsion by the generi harater.  Let R be a omplete regular loal
ring with residual harateristi l. For every k-torus T , we set
ΩRT := R[[π1(T )l]].
This is a omplete regular loal ring of residual harateristi l. By Kummer theory,
ΩRT may be identied with R[[X∗l(T )]]. For every hoie of a generator γ of Zl(1)(k),
we have, by Iwasawa theory, an isomorphism
R[[Zl(1)(k)]] ≃ R[[t]]
sending γ to 1 + t. Hene, for every isomorphism T ≃ (Gm,k)r, we have, γ being
given, an isomorphism
ΩRT ≃ R[[t1, . . . , tr]].
There is a anonial ontinuous harater
CanT : π1(T )→ (Ω
R
T )
×
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obtained by omposition of the tautologial harater π1(T )l → (ΩRT )
×
, sending γ
to γ, with the projetion π1(T )→ π1(T )l. We shall denote by LRT the orresponding
ΩRT -sheaf on T . It is a tamely ramied lisse onstrutible free twisted rank 1 Ω
R
T -sheaf
on T .
3.3. The sheme C(T ).  In [13℄, Gabber and Loeser dened a Q¯l-sheme C(T )
whose set of losed points may be anonially identied with the group of ontinuous
haraters π1(T )
t → Q¯×l . It is the disjoint union of the translates of the onneted
omponent C(T )l of the trivial harater by the group of haraters χ : π1(T )t → Q¯
×
l
of nite order prime to l. By its very denition,
C(T )l := Spec Q¯l ⊗ Zl[[π1(T )l]].
By [13℄ 3.2.2, C(T )l is a noetherian regular sheme.
3.4.  If π : T → T ′ is a morphism of tori, we denote by π∨ : C(T ′) → C(T ) the
morphism whih one dedues by funtoriality. We say that π : T → T ′ is a quotient
of T , if π is surjetive with kernel a torus. We all a subsheme of C(T ) of the form
π∨(C(T ′)), with π : T → T ′ a quotient of T , a otorus of C(T ). A subsheme of the
form χ · π∨(C(T ′)), with χ a losed point of C(T ), is alled a translated otorus. If
Z is otorus translated by a harater of order n (i.e. Z = χ · π∨(C(T ′)) with χ of
order n), we set
Z :=
⋃
1≤i≤n
χi · π∨(C(T ′)).
More generally, if Z is a nite union ∪Zi of otori translated by a harater of nite
order, we set Z := ∪iZi.
3.5.  Assume k is the algebrai losure of a nite eld k0 with q elements. Fix
an isomorphism Q¯l ≃ C. Then we may identify C(Grm(k0),C) with the set of losed
points of C(Grm,k) of order dividing q − 1, sine we have a anonial morphism
Zˆ(1)(k)→ µq−1(k) ≃ k
∗
0.
3.6.  Assume K is the algebrai losure of some loal eld having k as residue
eld. The anonial injetion Zˆ(1)(k) →֒ Zˆ(1)(K) indues an epimorphism r :
C(Grm,K)→ C(G
r
m,k).
3.7. Alexander modules.  Now we onsider the ane spae
Ark := Spec k[T1, . . . , Tr]
and the torus j : T = Spec k[T1, T
−1
1 , . . . , Tr, T
−1
r ] →֒ A
r
k. Let F : X → A
r
k be a
morphism of k-varieties and set j : XT := F
−1(T ) →֒ X .
Let R be the ring of integers of a nite extension of Ql, and let F be an objet
in Dbc(XT , R). As explained in [13℄ A.1, one an dene in a natural way objets
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F⊗RF ∗LRT and Rj∗(F⊗RF
∗LRT ) inD
b
c(XT ,Ω
R
T ) andD
b
c(X,Ω
R
T ), respetively. Hene,
for every geometri point ξ of X \XT , and every integer q ≥ 0, one may onsider
Aq,RF,ξ (F) := R
qj∗(F ⊗R F
∗LRT )ξ
and view it as a oherent ΩRT -module.
Now, if F is an objet inDbc(XT , Q¯l), we dene a oherent C(T )-moduleA
q
F,ξ(F), the
q-th Alexander module of F at ξ, as follows. We hoose a model FR in Dbc(XT , R)
for some R, and ask for the restrition of AqF,ξ(F) to the onneted omponent C(T )l
to be equal to
AqF,ξ(F)|C(T )l := A
q,R
F,ξ (FR)⊗ C(T )l,
whih is learly independent of the hosen model FR. For the restrition of A
q
F,ξ(F)
to a general onneted omponent of the form {χ} × C(T )l, with χ a harater of
nite order prime to l, we set
AqF,ξ(F)|{χ}×C(T )l := A
q
F,ξ(F ⊗ Lχ)|C(T )l ,
with Lχ the Kummer sheaf attahed to χ (its denition is similar to the onstrution
of Lψ,α in Setion 6).
If F belongs to Dbc(X, Q¯l), we shall write A
q
F,ξ(F) for A
q
F,ξ(j
∗F). Also, if k is not
algebraially losed, we shall still write AqF,ξ(F) for the Alexander module attahed
to F ⊗ k¯ : X ⊗ k¯ → An
k¯
.
3.8. Support of Alexander modules. 
3.8.1. Proposition.  Let F : X → Ank be a morphism of k-varieties, and let
F be an objet in Dbc(XT , Q¯l). Then, for every geometri point ξ of X \ XT and
every integer q, the support of the module AqF,ξ(F) is ontained in a nite set, not
depending on ξ and q, of translated otori of odimension 1 of C(T ). Furthermore,
when F = Q¯l, the support of the module A
q
F,ξ(Q¯l) is ontained in a nite set, not
depending on ξ and q, of otori of odimension 1 of C(T ) translated by haraters
of nite order.
Proof.  We may suppose that F is the extension by zero of a lisse sheaf on a
smooth irreduible loally losed subvariety U of XT . We may furthermore assume
that U is dense in XT , and that the monodromy of F is pro-l; see [13℄, Prop. 4.3.1'.
By de Jong's theorem [2℄, there exists a generially étale alteration π : X ′ → X ,
where X ′ is regular, and the inverse image π−1(Z) is a normal rossing divisor, with
Z = X − U . Shrinking X if neessary, we may suppose that π is étale over U .
π−1(U) ✲
u′
π−1(XT ) ✲
j′
X ′
❄ ❄ ❄
π
U ✲
u
XT ✲
j
X
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For any objet G in Dbc(XT , R), and any harater χ of nite order prime to l, we
have a short exat sequene
0→ u!u
∗G ⊗ Lχ → G ⊗Lχ → i∗i
∗G ⊗ Lχ → 0 ,
where i is the inlusion of Z ∩XT in XT , and Lχ is the Kummer sheaf of χ on XT .
Applying the derived funtor Rqj∗ yields a long exat sequene, hene, it sues to
investigate the support of the Alexander omplex of u!u
∗G and i∗i
∗G.
The theorem holds for the latter, by Noetherian indution, sine i∗ is exat, hene,
by Leray's spetral sequene,
Rqj∗(i∗i
∗G ⊗ Lχ) ∼= R
q(j ◦ i)∗(i
∗G ⊗ i∗Lχ) .
As for the former, by proper base hange, one sees that
u!u
∗G ⊗ Lχ ∼= π∗u
′
!π
∗u∗G ⊗ Lχ .
Leray's spetral sequene reads
Ep,q2 = (R
pj∗)(R
qπ∗)(u
′
!π
∗u∗G ⊗ π∗Lχ)⇒ R
p+q(j ◦ π)∗(u
′
!π
∗u∗G ⊗ π∗Lχ) .
We use the proper base hange theorem to ompute the stalks of (Rqπ∗)(u
′
!π
∗u∗G ⊗
π∗Lχ). These are zero outside of U , and sine π is étale over U , they vanish in all
other points as well, if q > 0. Therefore, our spetral sequene yields isomorphisms
Rpj∗(u!u
∗G ⊗ Lχ) ∼= R
p(π ◦ j′)∗(u
′
!π
∗u∗G ⊗ π∗Lχ) .
After applying Leray's spetral sequene and proper base hange one more, one
sees that it sues to onsider the support of Rpj′∗(u
′
!π
∗u∗G ⊗ π∗Lχ)ξ′, where ξ′ is a
geometri point of π−1(X \XT ).
This means we may assume that W is smooth over k, that the omplement of U in
X is a normal rossing divisor, and that the monodromy of F on U is pro-l. Now
one an proeed as in the proof of [13℄, Proposition 4.3.1'.
4. Conjetures
4.1.  In this setion, we shall onsider a number eld K, and a smooth algebrai
variety X of dimension d over K, together with a gauge form ω on X . Let F :=
(f1, . . . , fr) be a morphism X → ArK . For every nite plae P of K, we denote
by KP the ompletion of K and by RP its ring of integers. Taking an appropriate
model X of X over the integers of K imposes, at least for almost allP, the struture
of a smooth ompat loally analyti KP-variety on XP := X (RP). Also, taking
appropriate models of ω and F , we obtain a gauge form ωP on XP and an analyti
funtion FP = (f1P, . . . , frP) : XP→ KrP. All these data are independent of hoies,
for almost all P. Hene, for suitable χ and φ, we an onsider Igusa's zeta funtion
Zφ(FP, χ; s).
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4.2.  Let us rst review the r = 1 ase, i.e. the ase when there is only one
funtion f . We write f for F = (f).
We shall say a loally onstant funtion φ on XP := X (RP) is residual if its value at
a point x depends only of the image in X (FP), where FP denotes the residue eld.
4.2.1. Monodromy onjeture (Igusa, [7℄).  For almost all nite plaes P,
if s0 is a pole of Zφ(fP, χ; s), with φ residual on XP, then exp(2πiRe(s0)) is an
eigenvalue of the loal monodromy at some point of f−1(0).
4.2.2. Holomorphy onjeture (Denef, [8℄).  For almost all nite plaes P,
if Zφ(fP, χ0; s), with φ residual on XP, is not a holomorphi funtion of s, then the
order of χ0 divides the order of some eigenvalue of the loal monodromy at some
point of f−1(0).
Here we should make more preise what is meant by some eigenvalue of the loal
monodromy at some point of f−1(0). The easiest way is to x a omplex embedding
of K in C and to stik to the omplex points of X with omplex topology. We
an onsider the usual omplex of nearby yles RψC on f−1(0), and then some
eigenvalue of the loal monodromy at some point of f−1(0) means some eigenvalue
of the monodromy ation on some ohomology objet of the stalk (RψC)x at some
omplex point x of f−1(0). More algebraially, and this amounts to the same by
the lassial omparison theorems, one ould onsider the omplex of nearby yles
RψQl on f
−1(0) for the étale topology and l-adi ohomology, and interprete it as
some eigenvalue of the geometri monodromy ation on some ohomology objet of
the stalk (RψQl)x at some geometri point x of f
−1(0).
4.3.  We x an isomorphism Q¯l ≃ C. In partiular, we have an embedding of Q¯
in C. We denote by γ the topologial generator γ = (ζn), ζn = exp(2πi/n), of Zˆ(Q).
To an ane hyperplane H with equation
∑
j N
jsj + ν = 0 in C
r
, with N j and ν in
N, ν > 0, we assoiate H, a nite union of otori translated by a harater of nite
order in C(Gm,K¯), as follows. We dedue from γ a topologial basis (γ1, . . . , γr)
of π1(G
r
m,K¯
)t = Zˆ(1)r(K¯). For any α in (Q/Z)r, we denote by ϕ(α) the harater
whih sends (γ1, . . . , γr) to exp(2πiα). We onsider the image [H(Q)] of H(Q) in
(Q/Z)r, and we dene H as the Zariski losure of {ϕ(α)|α ∈ [H(Q)]} in C(Gr
m,K¯
).
It is learly a nite union of otori translated by a harater of nite order.
4.4.  François Loeser proposes the following generalisation of the monodromy
onjeture:
4.4.1. Generalised monodromy onjeture.  For almost all nite plae P,
if H is a polar hyperplane in P(Zφ(FP, χ; s)), with φ residual on XP, then, for every
irreduible omponent Z of H, there exists an integer q and a geometri point ξ suh
that Z is ontained in the support of AqF,ξ(Q¯l).
Loeser also generalizes the holomorphy onjeture as follows (using notations and
onventions from 3.5 and 3.6):
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4.4.2. Generalised holomorphy onjeture.  For almost all nite plae P, if
Zφ(FP, χ0; s) with φ residual on XP is not a holomorphi funtion of s, then there
exists an integer q and a geometri point ξ, suh that χ0 belongs to r(SuppA
q
F,ξ(Q¯l)).
4.4.3. Remark.  By Proposition 5.0.5, when r = 1, Conjetures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2
are indeed equivalent to Conjetures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
5. Comparison with the transendent theory
In this setion, we ompare our denition of the Alexander omplex with the lassial
denition [30℄ in the omplex ase, following Deligne's treatment of the nearby yles
[3℄. Let X be a omplex manifold, and let F = (f1, . . . , fr) : X → Cr be an analyti
map. We denote the omplex analyti torus Grm,C(C) by T , the inverse image of
T under F by XT , and the omplement of XT in X by X0. Let π : T˜ → T be a
universal over of T . Consider the following diagram:
X0 ✲ X ✛ XT✛ XT ×T T˜ = XT˜
❄ ❄ ❄
F
π
π˜i j
Cr✛ T ✛ T˜
In the univariate ase (r = 1), after reduingX to a suiently small neighbourhood
of a point x ∈ F−1(0) (i.e. the intersetion of a small ball entered at x with the
inverse image of a small ball around the origin in C), the spae XT ×T T˜ is alled
the anonial Milnor ber of F at x, sine it is homotopy-equivalent to the ber
of the Milnor bration at x [25℄[20℄. However, in the multivariate ase, F will, in
general, not be a bration in any neighbourhood of x.
Let F be an objet in Dbc(XT ,C). We dene the Alexander omplex to be
RψF (F) = i
∗R(j ◦ π˜)∗π˜
∗F .
The dek transformations of X ×T T˜ make RψF (F) into a onstrutible C[Zr]-
module.
Now let A be a regular Noetherian ring, F an A-onstrutible sheaf on X0, and G
an objet in Dbc(X0, A). The support SuppxF of F at a point x of X0 is dened to
be the olletion of prime ideals P of A suh that Fx ⊗A AP 6= 0; the support of
G at x is the union of Suppxhi(G). If d is the dimension of the support of G at x,
we denote by Suppx,d G the olletion of prime ideals in SuppxG of oheight d. The
yle assoiated to G at x is the yle
ζx,d(G) =
∑
P∈Suppx,dG
χx(GP)V (P),
where V (P) is the subvariety of SpeA assoiated to P, GP is the loalization G ⊗A
AP , and χx(GP) equals
∑
(−1)ilength hi(GP)x. In our setting, A equals C[ti, t
−1
i ]
r
i=1,
and d will be equal to r−1, so we an replae the yle by a dening funtion. This
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zeta funtion ζx,d(G) is a rational funtion in t1, . . . , tr, dened modulo multipliation
with a monomial. We get a duality formula
ζx,d(DAG)(t1, . . . , tr) = ζx,d(G)(t1, . . . , tr)
−1,
where DAG is the dual omplex of G.
In his artile [30℄, Sabbah formulates a generalized A'Campo formula [1℄: let F =
(f1, . . . , fr) : (C
n, 0) → (Cr, 0) be an analyti germ, and let h : ECn → Cn be
a proper modiation, where ECn is smooth. Assume that there exists a divisor
E = ∪Ei on ECn with normal rossings, suh that (fi ◦ h)−1(0), as well as h−1(0)
are unions of omponents of E. Then
ζ0(RψFC)(t1, . . . , tr) =
∏
{i∈I |Ei∈pi−1(0)}
(tNi − 1)−χ(E
o
i ) ,
where tN = tN
1
1 . . . t
Nr
r , the Ni are multipliity vetors of F along the Ei, and E
o
i is
equal to the set of points on Ei whih do not belong to any other divisor Ej .
It is well-known [30℄ that Rh∗◦RψF◦h = RψF ◦Rh∗. The omparison of the analyti
with the algebrai denition is based upon an expliit omputation of the Alexander
omplex assoiated to F ◦ h, whih redues to the omputation of the Alexander
omplex assoiated to
G : Y = Cn → Cr : x = (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x
N1 , . . . , xN
r
) ,
with N j ∈ Nn. We may assume that for eah index j = 1 . . . n, there exists a k suh
that Nkj 6= 0. The map
p1 : C
n → YT = (C0)
n : (w1, . . . , wn) 7→ (e
2ipiw1, . . . , e2ipiwn)
is a universal overing spae. The spae YT˜ falls apart in κ onneted omponents,
where κ equals
∏
i gcd {N
j
i }
r
j=1. These omponents are transitively permutated by
the monodromy ations. For eah of these omponents Z, we get an indued overing
projetion p2 : C
n → Z with
M = {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Z
n |
∑
ziN
j
i = 0 for each j} ⊂ Z
n = π1(YT )
as transformation group. This means that, for eah onstant sheaf Λ on Y and eah
q,
RqψG(Λ)0 = H
q(YT˜ ,Λ) = ∧
q(M ⊗ Λ)⊗ ψ0G(Λ)0 ,
whih follows from the fat that, for eah sheaf F on Z, the global setions of F are
the global setions of p∗2F whih are invariant under M , and the resulting spetral
sequene.
Let us try to reformulate this denitions in a more algebrai way. For eah i =
1, . . . , r, let Si be the spetrum of a stritly Henselian ring with residue eld k,
losed point si and generi point ηi. Consider a geometri point η¯i, loalized at
ηi. The residue eld of the losed point of the normalization S¯i of Si in k(η¯i) is an
algebrai separably losed extension k(s¯i) of k, and thus denes a geometri point
s¯i loalized at si. Let F : X → S be a sheme of nite type over the ber produt
S of the Si over Spe k. Fix a subset J of {1, . . . , r}. Let Λ a Noetherian torsion
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ring in whih the harateristi exponent of k is invertible, and let F be an objet
in Dbc(XT ,Λ).
Consider the diagram
XsJ
✲ X ✛ Xη¯
❄ ❄ ❄
F
π˜i
sJ ✲ S ✛ η¯η✛
where η = (ηi), and sJ = (αi) with αi = si if i ∈ J and αi = ηi else. We dene the
J-th Alexander omplex to be
RψF,J(F) = i
∗Rπ˜∗Fη¯ .
It is endowed with an ation of
∏
Gal(η¯i/ηi); the i-part ats trivially if i /∈ J . If we
replae, for eah i, η¯i by the point ηi,t assoiated to the maximal tamely ramied
extension of k(ηi) in k(η¯i), we get the tame Alexander omplex Rψ
(t)
F,J .
It follows from proper base hange that Rh∗◦Rψ
(t)
F◦h,J = Rψ
(t)
F,J ◦Rh∗ if h : Y → X is
a proper morphism. In our omparison theorem, we will apply this property to the
ase where h is a simultaneous embedded resolution for the fi; so let us investigate
what happens if, for eah i ∈ J , Xηi is smooth over ηi, and D = ∪i∈JXsi is a normal
rossing divisor. The alulation follows the same lines as in the analyti ase; see
[14℄ for the univariate ase r = 1.
Let x¯ be a geometri point of X , loalized at a point x mapped to sJ by F . Con-
sider the strit loalization X(x¯) of X at x¯, let U be equal to the omplement of
the inverse image of D in X(x¯), and let tj be a loal equation for Dj. Now put
Xn = X(x¯)[t
1
n
j ], and denote by Un the inverse image of U in Xn. By purity and
the long exat sequene for relative ohomology, Hq(Un,Λ) = ∧qΛ(−1)C , where C
is the number of omponents Dj ontaining x. For m = nd, the morphism from
Hq(Un,Λ) to H
q(Um,Λ), assoiated to the obvious morphism Um → Un, is indued
by multipliation by dq. If we dene U˜ to be the projetive limit of the Un, taken
over the indies n prime to the harateristi exponent of k, we get
{
H0(U˜ ,Λ) = Λ
Hq(U˜ ,Λ) = lim→H
q(Un,Λ) = 0 if q 6= 0.
The sheme U˜ is a proover of U with group Zˆ(1)(k)C. Furthermore, it is a proover
with group M ⊗ Zˆ(1)(k) of eah of the onneted omponents of Uηt , whih are per-
mutated transitively by the tame inertia group It = Zˆ(1)(k)
r
. Sine, by denition,
Rψ
(t),q
F,J (Λ)x¯ = H
q(Uηt ,Λ), the Hohshild-Serre spetral sequene yields
Rqψ
(t)
F,J(Λ)x¯
∼= ∧q(M ⊗ Λ(−1))⊗Λ R
0ψ
(t)
F,J(Λ)x¯ ,
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and R0ψ
(t)
F,J(Λ)x¯ is a Λ-algebra Λ
E
, with E a set on whih the tame inertia group
ats transitively, and |E| equal to the greatest divisor of κ prime to p. Of ourse,
M and κ are dened in the same way as in the analyti ase.
Now we ompare both denitions. For eah i = 1, . . . , r, let fi : X → A1C be a
separated redued A1
C
-sheme of nite type. Consider the strit loalization S of
A1
C
at 0, with losed point s, and generi point η. By abuse of notation, we will
also write fi : X → S for the restrition of fi to X ×A1
C
S. Put F = (fi), and
let RψanF,I(F) be the restrition of the analytially dened omplex of Alexander
modules to XI = {x ∈ X0 | fi(x) = 0 iff i ∈ J}.
We an make use of an étale ditionary, allowing us to travel from the algebrai
to the analyti world, assoiating to a sheme X of nite type over C the analyti
spae X(C) of its omplex points, and to an étale sheaf F on XT a sheaf Fan on
XT (C), with pleasant ompatibility properties - see, e.g. [12℄[24℄. Our Henselian
ring S orresponds to the germ of a dis around the origin. The universal over of
the one-dimensional torus, however, is not algebrai in nature - this is exatly why
we have to use limits in the denition of the algebrai fundamental group [26℄. We
now explain how it is linked to a geometri generi point η¯ of S, see also [3℄.
Let T1 be the torus A
1
C
\ {0}, and T˜1 a universal over. We an add a point 0 to
T˜1 to obtain a map p : A˜ → A1C suh that p(0) = 0, T˜1 is open in A˜, and the
sets p−1(U), where U runs over the neighbourhoods of 0 in A1
C
, form a fundamental
system of neighbourhoods of 0 in A˜. The over T˜1 determines an algebrai losure of
the residue eld k(η) as follows: S is isomorphi to the ring of germs of holomorphi
funtions on A1
C
at 0, that are algebrai over the eld of rational funtions K(A1
C
).
The eld of germs at 0 ∈ A˜ of meromorphi funtions on T˜1 that are algebrai over
K(A1
C
), is an algebrai losure k(η¯) of K(A1
C
), hene of k(η). The group of dek
transformations π1(T1) ats on k(η¯), whih yields a monomorphism
Z = π1(T1)→ Gal(k(η¯)/k(η)) = Zˆ(1)(C) (∗).
Let η¯ be the geometri point orresponding to the inlusion k(η) ⊂ k(η¯).
Our rst omparison statement is the following:
5.0.4. Proposition.  Let G be an objet in Dbc(XT ,Λ), and let G
an
be the or-
responding objet in Dbc(XT (C),Λ). Consider the onstrutible omplex Rψ
(t)
F,J(G)
an
on the stratum XJ (or its intersetion with the inverse image of a small dis in C
r
).
It inherits a Zˆ(1)(C)r ation, whih indues, via the morphism (*), a monodromy
ation of Zr. This latter objet is quasi-isomorphi to RψanF,J(G
an).
The proof is ompletely analogous to the proof in the univariate ase [3℄, and onsists
of a redution to the normal rossing-ase for whih we established formulas above.
Our next task is to ompare the algebrai denition of Rψ
(t)
F,I with our denition
of the Alexander omplex. For eah i = 1, . . . , r, let fi : X → A1k be a morphism
of k-varieties. Consider the strit loalization S of A1k at 0, with losed point s,
and generi point η. By abuse of notation, we will also write fi : X → S for the
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restrition of fi to X ×A1
k
S. Put F = (f1, . . . , fr). Let ξ be a losed point of X
that is mapped to sJ ; we might as well assume that J = {1, . . . , r}, and we drop
the subsript J . Let µ be the generi point of a strit loalization of X at ξ, and
let µ¯ be a geometri point loalized at µ. We x an isomorphism of ber funtors
VF (µ¯) ∼= V(1,...,1) on the ategory of tame étale overs of Grm,k. Consider an objet F
in Dbc(XGrm,k , Q¯l). We denote by Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F) the tame Alexander omplex at µ, with
opposite Gal(µ¯/µ)-ation.
Now we give Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F) the struture of a sheaf of modules on C(G
r
m,k), or rather:
we split up Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F) in dierent diret summands, in analogy with the Jordan
deomposition of a linear transformation, and eah of these summands will get the
struture of a sheaf of modules on {χ}×C(Grm,k)l, for some harater χ. For eah χ
in C(Grm,k, Q¯
×
l )f (see [13℄ for a denition), we denote by Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F)
(χ)
the biggest
subobjet of Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F) suh that the monodromy ation, translated by χ
−1
, fators
through π1(G
r
m,k)l. Now it is lear how to give Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F)
(χ)
the struture of a sheaf
of modules on {χ} × C(Grm,k).
For eah losed point ϕ of {χ} × C(Grm,k)l, the stalk Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F)
(χ)
ϕ is the largest
subobjet of Rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F) on whih the ation of eah member γj of a topologial
basis (γ1, . . . , γr) for π1(G
r
m,k)
t
is of the form ϕ(γj) +Nγj , with Nγj nilpotent.
5.0.5. Proposition.  For eah harater χ in C(Grm,k, Q¯
×
l )f , we get a anonial
isomorphism of sheaves of modules
AqF,ξ|{χ}×C(Grm,k)l(F)
∼= Rq−rψ
(t),op
µ,F (F)
(χ) .
Proof.  It sues to prove the theorem when χ is trivial. We replae F by a
model in Dbc(XGrm,k , R), where R is the ring of integers of a nite extension of Ql.
We denote this model again by F . Then the equality we want to prove beomes
Aq,RF,ξ (F)
∼= Rq−rψpro−l,opµ,F (F)⊗Zl (∧
r
Zl
π1(G
r
m,k)l)
∨ ,
where
∨
denotes the dual Zl-module, and the isomorphism is a anonial isomor-
phism of R[[π1(G
r
m,k)l]]-modules.
We have a anonial isomorphism
Aq,RF,ξ (F) = R
qj∗(F ⊗
L
R F
∗LR
Gr
m,k
)ξ ∼= H
q(Gal(µ¯/µ), Rψpro−lµ,F (F ⊗
L
R F
∗LR
Gr
m,k
)) ,
whih may be rewritten as an isomorphism
Aq,RF,ξ (F)
∼= Hq(π1(G
r
m,k)l, Rψ
pro−l
µ,F (F)⊗
L
R L
R
Gr
m,k
) ,
where we view LR
Gr
m,k
as an R-module with ontinuous π1(G
r
m,k)l-ation. Now let us
take a look at the hyperohomologial spetral sequene
Ei,j2 = H
i(π1(G
r
m,k)l, R
jψpro−lµ,F (F)⊗
L
R L
R
Gr
m,k
)
⇒ H i+j(π1(G
r
m,k)l, Rψ
pro−l
µ,F (F)⊗
L
R L
R
Gr
m,k
) .
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By [13℄, proposition 4.2.2.1, the spetral sequene degenerates at E2, and yields the
desired isomorphism.
What does this all mean for the support of the Alexander omplexAqF,ξ(Q¯l) if k = C?
Consider the universal over
p : C→ C∗ : z 7→ e2piiz ,
and let η¯ be the orresponding geometri generi point of the Henselization of A1
C
at
0. Fix an embedding of Q¯l in C. The hoie of η¯ yields a distinguished topologial
basis (γ1, . . . , γr) for π1(G
r
m,C)
t
, and the embedding of Q¯l in C allows us to identify
a losed point χ of C(Grm,k) with a point (e
2piiαj )j in SpeC[Z], with αj ∈ Q. This
orrespondene identies the support of AqF,ξ(Q¯l) with the support of the stalk of
the analytial omplex ψanF (C) at ξ.
To onlude, let us onsider the behaviour of the Alexander omplex with respet
to resolution of singularities. Let h : Y → X be a simultaneous resolution for the
fi, and let F be an objet in Dbc(YT , R). It follows from the proper base hange
theorem that
Rh∗Rj∗(F ⊗ h
∗F ∗LRT )
∼= Rj∗(Rh∗F ⊗ F
∗LRT ) .
Suppose that the resolution is tame, i.e. all multipliities N ij are prime to the
harateristi exponent of k. In this ase, the omplex Rj∗(Q¯l⊗h∗F ∗LRT ) is lisse on
the strataEoI , by [13℄, lemma 4.3.2, and on eah stratumE
o
I , we have an isomorphism
Rqj∗(Q¯l ⊗ h
∗F ∗LRT )
∼= R0j∗(Q¯l ⊗ h
∗F ∗LRT )⊗ ∧
q(MI ⊗ Q¯l(−1))
where MI is dened in the obvious way.
6. A formula for the loal zeta funtion
We reall, and introdue, some notation. Let K be a nite eld extension of Qp,
with ring of integers R, and residue eld k ∼= Fq. We denote by P the maximal ideal
of R. Let Φ be a residual, loally onstant funtion on Rn, and F = (f1, . . . , fr),
with fi a polynomial in x = (x1, . . . , xn) over R. Let χ = (χ1, . . . , χr), where χj is
a multipliative harater on R× of order dj, trivial on 1 + P . Put d = (d1, . . . , dr).
Denote by Ni the vetor (N
1
i , . . . , N
r
i ), and by s the r-tuple of omplex variables
(s1, . . . , sr). Let .¯ denote redution modulo P . Let (Y, h) = h : Y → AnK be a
simultaneous embedded resolution for F , and always assume tame good redution
[4℄[5℄[6℄. Let T be the index set of the exeptional omponents, where Ts indexes
the omponents of strit transform, and Te the exeptional divisors. The symbol
EI , with I ⊂ T , means ∩i∈IEi, and EoI stands for EI \ ∪j∈T\IEj . Analogously, we
write E¯I instead of ∩i∈IE¯i, and E¯oI instead of E¯I \ ∪j∈T\IE¯j .
We say that a multipliity vetor Ni satises ondition γ(Ni) if the harater∏r
j=1 χ
Nji
j is trivial. The ondition γ(Ni) replaes the ondition d|Ni in the
univariate ase.
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6.0.6. Theorem.  Let fi ∈ R[x], F¯ 6= 0, and let (Y, h) have good redution
modulo P . Then
ZΦ(F, χ; s) = q
−n
∑
I⊂T,γ(Ni) if i∈I
cI,χ,Φ
∏
i∈I
q − 1
qNis+νi − 1
where cI,χ,Φ =
∑
a∈E¯o
I
(k) Φ¯(a)Ωχ(a) and Ωχ(a) =
∏r
j=1 χj(uj), with uj as in the
univariate ase [6℄ (χj(uj) is ill-dened, but their produt isn't).
Proof.  See the proof of Denef in [6℄. His proof an be read as if s, ψ and the
Ni were vetors, replaing the ondition d|Ni by γ(Ni) to obtain the generalized
formula.
We write cI,χ for cI,χ,Φ when Φ is the harateristi funtion of R
n
, and cI,χ,0 when
Φ is the harateristi funtion of P n.
These oeients have a ohomologial interpretation. Choose a prime number l,
not dividing q, suh that all haraters χj take values in Ql, identifying Ql with
a subeld of C. Let C be the torus (AFq \ 0)
r
, dene Y¯C as (F¯ ◦ h¯)−1(C) and let
α : Y¯C → C be the indued map.
The étale over
SpecFq[w,w
−1, z]/(zd11 − w1, . . . , z
dr
r − wr)
of C, z = (z1, . . . , zr), w = (w1, . . . , wr), has Galois group µd =
∏r
i=1 µdi. Through
the isomorphism µd ∼=
∏
i F
×
q /(F
×
q )
di
, ψ =
∏
i χi indues a harater ψ
′
on µd,
whih at its turn indues a ontinuous representation of π1(C) in Q
×
l . We denote
the loally onstant Ql-sheaf assoiated to its inverse by L′ψ. Let Lψ,α be α
∗L′ψ, and
Fψ be ν∗Lψ,α, where ν : Y¯C → Y¯ is the open immersion. The sheaf is onstruted in
suh a way that the ation of the geometri Frobenius orresponds to the harater
we want to study, so we get a onvenient Grothendiek trae formula [11℄:
6.0.7. Theorem.  The sheaf Fψ is loally onstant of rank 1 on Ud = Y¯ \
∪i∈T¬γ(Ni)E¯i. If I ⊂ T and γ(Ni) for all i ∈ I, then
cI,χ =
∑
i
(−1)iTr(Fr,H ic(E¯
o
I ⊗Fq F
alg
q ,Fψ)),
and
cI,χ,0 =
∑
i
(−1)iTr(Fr,H ic(E¯
o
I ∩ h¯
−1(0)⊗Fq F
alg
q ,Fψ))
where Fr is the Frobenius endomorphism, and F algq denotes the algebrai losure of
Fq.
Proof.  Cover Ud with ane opens V ⊂ Ud, suh that on eah V , we an write
f¯j ◦ h¯ as uj
∏
y
Mji
i , with uj nonvanishing on V , j = 1, . . . , r, and (yj) a system of
loal parameters on V . Let u be the mapping from V to the torus C indued by the
uj. The multipliity vetors Mi satisfy ondition γ for eah i, so it follows from the
bimultipliativity of the onstrution of F that the sheaf G = u∗Lψ on V oinides
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with Lψ,α on V ∩ Y¯C . Sine G is, by purity, isomorphi to the diret image of its
restrition to V ∩ Y¯C , we see that G = Fψ|V .
Now let I be a subset of T so that γ(Ni) for eah i ∈ I; thus E¯oI ⊂ Ud. Let a be a
point in V . The ation of the geometri Frobenius ϕ of a on the stalk of Fψ at a, is
indued by the monodromy ation on the stalk by the element of µd orresponding
to ϕ, and is given by Ωχ(a). Grothendiek's trae formula yields the expressions for
cI,χ and cI,χ,0.
We now study the higher diret images of Lψ,α under ν.
6.0.8. Lemma.  (i) Rjν∗Lψ,α is zero outside Ud for all j ≥ 0.
(ii) For I ⊂ T , let νI be the open immersion νI : E¯oI → E¯I . Then R
jνI∗(Fψ|E¯o
I
) is
zero outside E¯I ∩ Ud for all j ≥ 0.
(iii) Suppose i ∈ T and γ(Ni). Then (Rjν∗Lψ,α)|E¯oi is zero for all j ≥ 2, and
anonially isomorhpi to Fψ(−1)|E¯oi for j = 1.
Proof.  (i) Let a be a losed point of Y¯ \ Ud. This point belongs to E¯oI for some
I ⊂ T , and I ontains an index i0 suh thatNi0 does not satisfy γ. We will prove that
the stalk of Rjν∗Lψ,α at a is zero. This assertion is loal for the étale topology, whih
allows us to replae Y¯ by AnFq , Y¯C by (
∏
i∈I(A
1
Fq \ 0))×A
n−card I
Fq
, α by (
∏
i∈I y
Nji
i )j,
and a by the origin. Then we an write
Lψ,α = α
∗Lψ = ⊠i∈I(⊗
r
j=1L
⊗Ni
χj
)⊠ C
where C denotes the onstant sheaf Ql on A
n−card I
Fq
, and Lχj denotes the Kummer
sheaf assoiated to χj . Let µ be the open immersion of A
1
Fq \ 0 in A
1
Fq . Sine Ni0
does not satisfy γ, the stalk of µ∗ ⊗rj=1 L
⊗Ni0
χj at the origin is zero (beause we get a
nontrivial monodromy ation). Loal duality yields (R1µ∗ ⊗rj=1 L
⊗Ni0
χj )0 = 0. Hene
(Rjµ∗ ⊗rj=1 L
⊗Ni0
χj )0 = 0 for all j ≥ 0. Now we an apply the Künneth formula to
the expression for Lψ,α, to obtain the desired result.
(ii) Beause of (i), we may suppose that E¯oI ⊂ Ud. When Ni satises γ, we get a
trivial monodromy ation on ⊗rj=1L
⊗Ni
χj
, so this sheaf is onstant. Now one an use
a loal desription similar to the one in (i).
(iii) Apply purity results to the smooth pair onsisting of E¯oi and Y¯ \ ∪k 6=iE¯k.
The same arguments as in the univariate ase [6℄ an be used to prove the following
result from the preeding lemma.
6.0.9. Lemma.  Let Ei0 be proper, γ(Ni0), and suppose that Ei0 intersets no
Ej with γ(Nj), j 6= i0. Then
H ic(E¯
o
i0 ⊗Fq F
alg
q ,Fψ) = 0 for i 6= n− 1 .
So if in addition χ(Eoi0) = 0 (i.e. the topologial Euler harateristi of E
o
i0
(C)
vanishes), we have no ontribution in the formula for ZΦ(F, χ; s), sine χ(E
o
i0
) and
χc(E¯
o
i ⊗Fq F
alg
q ,Ql) dier by a nonzero fator, and this latter Euler harateristi
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with ompat support at its turn equals χc(E¯
o
i ⊗Fq F
alg
q ,Fψ), beause Fψ|E¯oi has
tame ramiation. This allows us to prove:
6.0.10. Theorem.  Suppose n = 2. If H :
∑
k cksk+1 = 0 is a polar hyperplane
of Z, then there exists an index j in T , with |Ej/Eoj | ≥ 3 or j ∈ Ts, and ck = N
k
j /νj
for eah k.
Proof.  This proof generalizes the one in [7℄. Some notation: x j in Te, and
let at, t ∈ J , be the geometri points of Ej \ Eoj . For t ∈ J , let N
k
t , νt denote the
numerial data assoiated to the unique divisor interseting Ej transversally in at,
and put α
(k)
t = νt −N
k
t νj/N
k
j if N
k
j diers from zero. It is well-known [21℄[33℄ that∑
t∈J
(α
(k)
t − 1) = −2, and
∑
t∈J
Nkt ≡ 0 modN
k
j (∗)
for eah k for whih the identities are dened.
Let S be the set of all divisors Ej induing the polar hyperplane H . Suppose that
eah of its members satises |Ej \Eoj | ≤ 2 and j /∈ Ts. It follows from the identities
above that dierent elements of S annot meet, sine otherwise we ould build an
innite tree of divisors in S, whih is absurd. Suppose that Ej belongs to S and
satises γ(Nj). Suppose that |Ej \ Eoj | = {a1, a2}; the other ase is similar. Either
both N1 and N2 satisfy γ, or none of them does; in the latter ase Ej does not
ontribute to Z beause of the previous lemma, in the former ase the sheaf Fψ
will be geometrially onstant on E¯j , and it follows from the trae formula and the
formula for Z, ombined with the information about the α
(k)
t , that Ej does not
ontribute to the polar lous of Z.
7. Degree of loal zeta funtions and monodromy
In this setion, we establish a formula for the limit of the zeta funtion for s→ −∞,
and we prove the following theorem, whih is a generalization of a theorem in [8℄:
7.0.11. Theorem.  Let F = (f1, . . . , fr) be dened over a number eld K ⊂ C.
For almost all ompletions of K, the degree of the loal zeta funtion Z0(f, χ; s) will
be stritly less then zero if χ /∈ SuppAqF,0(Q¯l) for all q.
Here the statement that the degree of Z0(f, χ; s) is stritly negative, means that the
well-dened limit lims→−∞ Z0(f, χ; s) vanishes.
Proof.  Let η¯ be a geometri generi point of ArFq , dening an algebrai losure
F algq of Fq. Let S0 be the Henselization at 0 of A
r
Fq , and denote by η0 its generi
point. Put G0 = Gal(η¯/η0).
Let σ be an element of G0 whih indues the geometri Frobenius ϕ on F
alg
q . Then,
using the notation from the previous setion,
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∑
a
(−1)aTr(σ,AaF¯ ,0(Q¯l)χ)
=
∑
a,b
(−1)a+bTr(σ,Ha(h¯−1(0)⊗ F algq , R
bν∗((F¯ ◦ h¯)
∗LZlT ⊗ (F¯ ◦ h¯)
∗Lχ))
(By proper base hange and Leray's diret image spetral sequene, we an ompute
the trae on the exeptional lous of the embedded resolution h¯.)
=
∑
I
∑
a,b
(−1)a+bTr(σ,Hac ((E¯
o
I ∩ h¯
−1(0))⊗ F algq ,
R0ν∗((F¯ ◦ h¯)
∗LZlT ⊗ (F¯ ◦ h¯)
∗Lχ)⊗ ∧
b(MI ⊗ Q¯l(−1)))
(By the expliit omputations in the normal rossing ase in Setion 5)
=
∑
I
∑
a,b
(−1)a+bTr(ϕ,Hac ((E¯
o
I ∩ h¯
−1(0))⊗ F algq ,Fχ))Tr(ϕ,∧
b(MI ⊗ Q¯l(−1)))
= q−n(1− q)λ lim
s→−∞
Z0(F, χ, s)
where λ is the number of linearly independent multipliity vetors (N ji )i∈I , j =
1, . . . , r.
In the motivi setting, the limit of the multivariate zeta funtion yields a motivi
inarnation of the Alexander omplex [15℄. In the ase r = 1, the motivi Milnor
ber has the same mixed Hodge struture as the geometri Milnor ber, and the
Hodge spetrum of F = f1 an be reovered from this motivi objet [9℄[10℄.
8. Proof of the monodromy and holomorphy onjetures for urves
Now we are ready to prove Conjetures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 when n = 2 (see [27℄ and
[32℄ for the univariate ase r = 1).
Proof of the Generalized Monodromy Conjeture 4.4.1 for n = 2
Polar hyperplanes indued by omponents of the strit transform satisfy the on-
jeture, as an be seen by looking at the Alexander polynomial of the stalk of the
Alexander omplex in a smooth point of the zero lous. Let Ej be an exeptional
divisor interseting at least three other divisors and lying above a point x of X . Let
N ′ be an integer r-tuple, and denote by I the set of exeptional omponents lying
over x, with a multipliity vetor whih is an integer multiple of N ′. We say that
Ei satises δ if it belongs to I. Beause of Sabbah's A'Campo formula, and the
previous arguments, it sues to prove that the expression wI :=
∑
Ei∈I
χ(Eoi ) is
stritly less than zero, for eah N ′ suh that Ej satises δ. We may suppose that
none of the omponents of the strit transform satises δ, sine in the other ase,
it again sues to look at the Alexander omplex in a smooth point. To prove the
monodromy onjeture, we use the inequality wI < 0 in the ase where N
′
equals
Nj , divided by the greatest ommon divisor of νj and the entries of Nj .
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Let N be the union over all Ei satisfying δ. It follows from the relations (*) in
the proof of Theorem 6.0.10, that eah onneted omponent of N ontains a prime
divisor, interseting at least two divisors Ek not satisfying δ (we suppose fj(x) =
0 for some j). Let M be the set of divisors in the onneted omponent of N
ontaining Ej; it sues to prove that wM < 0. It is known that wM = 0 implies
thatM is a tree interseting the union of the other exeptional omponents exatly
twie [27℄. These two intersetion points have to lie on the same divisor E1 in M.
Suppose that E1 = Ej . There is still another divisor E2 in M interseting Ej.
We laim that we an nd an index k in {1, . . . , r} suh that α(k)t < 1 for all Et
interseting E1. Sine α
(k)
2 ∈ Z, (*) yields α
(k)
2 = 0. But E2 has to interset another
divisor in M, and repeatedly applying (*) produes an innite tree. If E1 6= Ej,
there are at least three divisors in M interseting Ej ; sine only one omponent
intersets a divisor not belonging to M, the same arguments an be used.
We still have to prove our laim. We laim that we an always nd an appropriate
index k, unless we have done some redundant blow-ups during the resolution proess.
It is known that this property holds in the univariate ase r = 1. But all the divisors
meeting h−1(x) appear as well in a minimal resolution for
∏
fj(x)=0
fj, so the laim
follows from
∑m
i=1 xi/
∑m
i=1 yi ≤ maxi{xi/yi} for xi, yi ∈ N0.
Proof of the Generalized Holomorphy Conjeture 4.4.2 for n = 2
If Z is not holomorphi, there must exist an index j in T , suh that the orresponding
divisor Ej indues a pole in the formula for the zeta funtion. This means that we
an hoose j suh that γ(Nj) is satised, and j ∈ Ts or |Ej \E
o
j | ≥ 3. If j ∈ Ts, it is
lear from Sabbah's A'Campo formula that the holomorphy onjeture is satised;
so let us assume that |Ej \ Eoj | ≥ 3, and that Ej is an exeptional divisor above x.
We've proven above that that the expression wI :=
∑
Ei∈I
χ(Eoi ) is stritly less than
zero when we take the sum over all exeptional divisors lying over x for whih the
multipliity vetor is a multiple of some integer vetor N ′, whenever Ej belongs to
I.
Taking N ′ equal to Nj , dening g to be the greatest ommon divisor of the entries
of Nj , and putting N
′
j = Nj/g, it follows from Sabbah's A'Campo formula that the
lous of TN
′
j = ξg is ontained in the support of the Alexander omplex at x, where
ξg is a primitive g-th root. Hene, it sues to nd a harater ψ so that ψ
N ′j
is
a primitive g-th root, and χ = ψkχ′, with χ′N
′
j = 1 and k ∈ N. Sine γ(Nj) is
satised, we an take χ′ to be χg, and furthermore, if χ is non-trivial, we an nd
k ∈ N so that χNj(1−g)/k = 1, but χg
′N ′j(1−g)/k 6= 1 unless g divides g′. Now put
ψ = χ(1−g)/k.
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